Let Fq dénote thé finite field of q éléments. Given t an integer, \t\ < 2g 1 / 2 then WATERHOUSE [3] proved that there exists an elliptic curve over Fq with q + 1 -t rational points if and oniy if, writing q = j/ 1 , p prime, one of thé following conditions is satisfied :
(ii) t=0,hoddoTp^ 1(4), (iii) t = ±q l/2 , h even or p ^ 1(3), (iv) t = ±2ç 1 / 2 , h even, (v) t = ±^/2q, h odd and p = 2, (vi) t = =b\/3ç, h odd and p = 3. SCHOOF then proved [2] that thé possible structures for thé group in cases (ii)-(vi) are :
(ii) 1/2 C l/(q 4-1)/2 or cyclic if q = 3(4), cyclic otherwise, (iii) Cyclic, (iv) (Z/(gV 2 ± l)) 2 , (v) Cyclic, (vi) Cyclic. Thé purpose of this paper is to give thé list of possibilities for thé groups occurring as elliptic curves over Fç in case (i). Let, for a prime ^, v^(n) be thé largest integer with ^( n ) [ n.
THEOREM. -Ift is an integer with \t\ < 2g 1 / 2 and (t,q) = 1, thé possible groups that an elliptic curve over Pq with N = q + 1 -1 can be are (*) z/^w ® (3) z/r^ e z/r£^p with TI + 5^ = i^(-/V) anrf min(r^, 5^) < v^(q -1).
Proof. -Let -E[n] stand for thé group of n-torsion points of an elliptic curve E over thé algebraic closure of Fç. It is well known that E\p\ = {0} or 1/p and that E[t] = (Z/^) 2 , t prime, i / p (see, e.g. [1, Theorem 8.1]). So, clearly thé group of points of an elliptic curve over F g is of thé form (*) with ri + su = ve(N). To see that aiso min(r^s^) < v^(q -1), we notice that, if TU < s^ then ail points of E^} are defined over Fg, hence P^q -1 by [2, Proposition 3.8]. It then follows that thé conditions of thé theorem are necessary. We now prove that they are sufficient. For this we need two lemmas. LEMMA 1. -Given N ^ 1 (mod p) such that there exists an elliptic curve with N points overPq then there exists at least one such elliptic curve with its group of rational points being cyclic.
Proof. -Let ^i,... ,^ be thé primes such that f^\N and ti\q -1. If there is no such prime then by thé preceding discussion any elliptic curve over Fç with N points will do. So we assume that r > 1.
In [2, Theorem 4.9 (i)], SCHOOF proves that given an integer n, thé number of isomorphism classes of elliptic curves with N = q +1 -1 points over Pq with ail points oiE[n} defined over Fg, when p^t and Ti 2^, n|ç-l, is H(t 2 -4g) /n 2 ) where jH'(A) is thé class number of binary quadratic forms of discriminant D. (note that although Theorem 4.9 of [2] its stated oniy for n odd thé proof of item (i) is valid for ail 71). Hence thé number M, say, of elliptic curves satisfying thé conclusion of thé lemma is clearly:
where (^(A) is thé quadratic order of discriminant A, h(0) is thé class number of 0 and 0 runs through thé orders of 0(A) 0 Q. It follows that M > h(0(t 2 -4ç)) > 1. Thé lemma is thus proved.
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Définition. -We shall call two elliptic curves ^-isogenous, for a prime t, if there exists an isogeny between them of degree a power of t.
-If E is an elliptic curve defined over Fg and i / p is a prime such that E has a cyclic subgroup of order ( n , then for any r < s with r + s = n and ^|ç -1, there exists an elliptic curve defined over Fg, t 00 -isogenous to E and containing a subgroup isomorphic to Z/^ 0 Z/^6.
Proof. -Let P ç. E be a point of order ( n in E and let F be thé group generated by VP. Let £" = E/T and À : E -> E' thé natural isogeny [1, Lemma 8.5 ]. À has degree ( T ', hence is an t°° isogeny. We shall prove that E' satisfies thé conclusions of thé lemma. Let À be thé dual isogeny [1, pg. 216 ] and M = kerÂ, thé points of M are defined over Fç by [1, Lemma 8.4] . Let N be thé group generated by A(P), then N is cyclic of order ( s and as A o A is multiplication by ( r [1, 8.7] , it follows that A is injective on N. So M H N = {0} and as #M = degÂ = ( T [1, 8.8 ] it follows that M C N ^ ÏJV © Z/^5, as desired.
We now complète thé proof of thé theorem. Take N ^ 1 (mod p) and E thé elliptic curve given by LEMMA 1, so E(Fq) is cyclic of order N. Let ^i,... ,tr be thé primes such that i^\N and ^| q -1. (If there is no such prime there is nothing to prove). Let 5i,..., Sr be integers with Si < vu(N) and v^(N) -s^ < v^(q -1), i = 1,... ,r. Construct successively by LEMMA 2, elliptic curves J^i,..., Er, with E\ being ^-isogenous to E and containing a subgroup isomorphic to Z/^1 eZ/^^" 51 ,..., Er, Ç 0isogenous to Er-i and containing a subgroup isomorphic to Z/^^"^. Notice that an ^°°-isogeny induces an isomorphism between thé subgroups of order prime to t, so thé construction is justified since, for i < r, E, has a cyclic subgroup of order £^1 . Then E^Z/^WC Q) z/^We^z/^ez/C^" 61 .
P^i Z==l
As thé Si were arbitrary satisfying Si < v^(N) and v^(N)-Si < v^(q-l), thé proof of thé theorem is complète.
Added in proof. -After this paper was submitted, there appeared in print an article by H. G. RUCH (Math. ofComp., t. 49, 1987, p. 301-304), proving thé same resuit but with a différent proof.
